THINGS THAT GO FASTER THAN LIGHT
Contrary to common opinion, certain physical phenomena move faster
c

than

(the

speed of light in a vaculun ) . This speed is a maximum,

however, for the transmission of n1essages, or of mass and energy
by Milton A. Rothman

I

t is easy to make something travel

point, a locus of intersection, not a ma

changes, the motion is transmitted along

faster than light. To anyone edu

terial body. The trick breaks no laws.

the arm with a velocity that depends

cated in the 20th century this state

After all, there are many other ways of

upon the arm's elastic properties.

ment usually comes as something of a

performing it. We could, for example,

other words, what actually carries the

shock.

Those who know a little about

In

swing the beam of a searchlight across

signal is a wave that travels at the speed

the theory of relativity are apt to pro

a screen.

of sound in this particular blade.

test: "But Einstein proved that nothing

away, the spot where the light hits will

can go faster than light." Even many

move with tremendous velocity.

people

who really know better

find

could

If the screen is far enough

move

the spot from

Note that when the arm was rotating

We

at a constant speed, the pOint of inter

to

section was able to travel faster than

Mars

themselves surprised when they come

Venus in a second, if we had the ap

light.

upon one of the several physical phe

propriate

is

change the motion of the arm that we

nomena that do propagate faster than

possible to move the electron beam in

ran into difficulty. The difficulty is quite

the speed of light in a vacuum. So it

a cathode-ray oscilloscope

and

general. In order to transmit a message

seems worthwhile to discuss just what

forth so rapidly that the spot on the

there must be some change of motion.

can and what cannot travel faster than

screen travels faster than light.

And nature seems to have conspired to

light, and to find out what Albert Ein
stein really said.
Let us begin with something as sim
ple as a pair of scissors.

If you think

apparatus.

Similarly,

it

back

It was only when we tried to

In these examples the only objects

make it impossible to send a change

that actually move are photons and

faster than light. This is the meaning

electrons,

of the principle of relativity. Einstein

and they travel along the

beams at their usual speed.

The ap

never said that nothing could go faster

about the point where the two blades

pearance of motion across the screen is

than light. What he said was that no

intersect, you will realize that as the

supplied by our own minds.

message and no energy (including that

scissors are closed and the blades be
come more and more nearly parallel,

contained in the mass of material bodies)
ven granting that the motion is an

could be transmitted faster than light.

the intersection point moves away from

E

illusion, something does move fast

The example of the scissors is admit

the pivot faster and faster. Eventually,

er than light, and we might suppose

tedly farfetched. To find something that

if the scissors are long enough, the

that we could use it to carry a message.

really goes faster than light we must

velocity of the point must exceed the

A moment's reflection shows that the

look to electromagnetic waves. As a help

speed of light.

searchlight

be

in visualizing some of their important
properties it may be best to talk first

and

oscilloscope

can

the

ruled out. Sweeping a light beam from

blades extend four kilometers past the

Mars to Venus by means of a projector

about material waves such as water

pivot and that one blade is held fixed

on the earth is of no help in sending a

waves.

while the other is rotated at one revo

message from Mars to Venus. However,

Imagine you are sitting on a small

lution per second. If the pivot point is

the scissors seem to offer a possibility.

rock that juts out of an otherwise empty

To

be

specific,

suppose

that

10 centimeters below the edge of the

Suppose we gently wiggle the moving

ocean extending in every direction as

fixed blade [see illustration on pages 144

arm up and down while it is almost

far as your eye can see. Somewhere over

and 145], then when the point of inter

parallel to the fixed arm and thus tap

the horizon a huge machine is agitating

section is about 2.2 kilometers from the

out a code signal. The dots and dashes

the water in a regular, rhythmical way

pivot, it js traveling at some 300,000

should then travel out to the far end at

and' setting up waves.

kilometers

a speed faster than that of light.

approach you from one side of the

per

second-a

little

more

These waves

than the speed of light. From here out

On closer inspection this superfast

the point of intersection will move fast

telegraph turns out to be based on a

opposite side. We shall suppose that

er and faster, reaching speeds far great

false assumption, nainely, that the scis

they are ideal waves, with the form of

er than that of light.

sor blade is infinitely rigid and that any

a perfect sine-curve: the crests are all

motion

of the same height (that is, the ampli

But this is just a trick, you say. We

at

one

end

transmits

itself

horizon, pass by and disappear over the

have not really sent some palpable thing

throughout the entire length instanta

tude is constant), and they do not die

faster than light. We are merely no

neously. The blade is not rigid, but

down as the wave progresses; the spac

ticing

elastic. When the position of the handle

ing between crests does not c'hange

the

motion

of

a

geometrical
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PLASMA, or highly ionized gas, which is producing the rosy glow

device used in thermonuclear research at the James Forrestal Re

in this photograph, is a medium in which radio waves have a

search Center of Princeton University_ Dark objects within port

(see text) greater than

c (the speed of light in a

are microwave horns, which send waves through the plasma. The

vacuum). The plasma is seen through a port in a Stellarator, a

increase in velocity is a measure of the density of free electrons.

phase velocity
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(the wavelength is constant); the same

What does the wave carry at this

number of crests passes every second

velocity? Certainly not a message. The

(the frequency is constant).

rock.

Somehow

the

regular

pattern

would have to be varied. The variation

endless, unchanging succession of pass

might take the form of amplitude modu

By keeping your eye on a particular

ing crests can convey no more informa

lation, for example, where the height of

crest and measuring the speed at which

tion than can a still ocean. Nor is energy

the crests is changed.

it approaches, you can determine the

transmitted. Every point on the surface

bility would be to pulse the wave, break

velocity of the wave. What you are ac

has exactly the same energy as every

ing it up into short, separate packets by

tually doing is following the progress of

other point, and the amount of energy is

alternately starting and stopping the

a particular phase in the cycle of vi

constant.

machine.

bration of the water particles that make
up the wave.

Hence the velocity you

measure is known as the phase velocity.

Another possi

Evidently Einstein's restriction should

Whatever stratagem is adopted, it

not apply to this wave that carries

will be found that the Significant var

In fact it

iations constituting the message pro

There is another way to find the

does not; some waves (electromagnetic

no message and no energy.

gress more slowly than the phase veloc

phase velocity. You can count the num

waves, not water waves) can under cer

ity.

ber of crests passing in a minute and

tain circumstances have phase velocities

crests in the amplitude-modulated wave,

multiply by the distance between crests.

greater than the speed of light in a

or the packets in the pulsed wave, travel

This tells how far the first crest has gone

vacuum.

In other words, phase

Now consider how a message might

velocity equals frequency times wave

in a minute.

be sent by the operator of the water

length.

wave machine to the observer on the

The pattern of higher and lower

INTERSECTION OF SCISSORS BLADES moves to right at in·

move faster than c. In upper drawing the broken straight lines

creasing speed as the upper, moving blade rotates at a constant

mark the intersection for successive positions of the moving blade

rate. If the blades were long enough, the intersection point could

after equal augular rotations. In lower drawing the moving blade
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as a group; their speed is called the

French mathematician Joseph Fourier

illustration

group velocity.

discovered

the two component waves move at the

that

every

wave

group,

on

next

pagel.

Obviously if

For waves in general the group veloc

which means every wave pattern except

same speed, the pattern obtained by

ity can be less than or equal to the

a perfect sine-wave extending indefi

combining them will also travel at that

phase velocity, and in a few anomalous

nitely in both directions, can be made up

speed. This is the case for light, or for

by superimposing sine waves of various

other electromagnetic waves in a vac

cases, greater than the phase velocity.
Which rule holds depends on the type

wavelengths and amplitudes. Not only

of wave and the nature of the medium

that, but every wave motion actually

through which it is traveling. For the

contains these pure components; they

per second and denoted by

large gravity water-waves mentioned

can be filtered out and detected.

group velocity equals the phase velocity

above, the group velocity is less than the
phase velocity. For small capillary sur

A simple amplitude-modulated signal
can be built of just two sine waves

[see

uum: all the pure sine-waves have the

same speed (equal to 299,793 kilometers

c),

and the

of the component waves.
On the other hand, as a glance at the

face waves the reverse is true.
The reason is to be found in a long
known but still surprising fact about
wave motion. About 150 years ago the

\
\
\
\
\
\
,
,
I
,
,
I
I

f
r

closing movement. Now the
on the speed at which
the jog moves along the blade, and not on the rate at which the

is distorted as a result of a sudden

velocity of the point of intersection depends

handles are pulled together. The progress of the jog depends on
the elastic properties of the metal blade, and the motion of tbe
intersection takes place at the speed of sound in the material.
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the

component

velocity of the combined wave

(the

group velocity) is different from that of

I
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shows,

waves move at different speeds, the

either component. This is the situation

J

whenever electromagnetic waves travel
through a material medium. The veloc
ity of the waves in such media depends
on wavelength.
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from a vacuum to a material medium is
bent, or refracted. To check the theo
retical relation between velocity and re
fraction A. A. Michelson in 1885 made
accurate measurements of the speed of

:
I

\

a consequence of its change in
speed, a light ray passing obliquely

light in various materials. At first his re

I

\

velocities, and in all transparent ma
of them.
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Hence different com

ponents of a wave have different phase

sults seemed to contmdict the theory. In
carbon disulfide, for example, his veloc
ity measurements yielded an index of

I
\I

refraction of 1.758. But the correspond
ing figure computed from the observed
bending of light rays was 1.635.
The

discrepancy

was

quickly

ex

plained when it was realized that the
two

experiments

measured

different

quantities. The bending of rays depends
on phase velocity. Michelson was meas
uring the speed of short pulses of light;
in other words, the group velocity.
In this instance the phase and group
velocities, though different from each
other, are both less than

c.

Light travels

more slowly through carbon disulfide
'"'

I

\

\

"

I'

\

\

.....

"" ""

(and other transparent substances) than
through a vacuum. But for other por

\

tions of the spectrum, such as the far

\\

I

\ ......

ultraviolet,

the

phase

velocity

medium is often greater than

c,

in

a

as can

be demonstrated by refraction.

The

phenomenon of refraction does not pro
vide a direct measure of speed, but
rather of wavelength. When light pass

1(\

.

I

I

I

',I
V

es through different media, its wave
length

\\
\

changes,

and

the

amount

of

bending that takes place at the dividing
surface depends on the difference in

\
\

wavelength.

\

\
\
,
\ I
\J

Since the frequency of a

wave never changes once it has left its
transmitter, and since phase velocity
equals frequency times wavelength, the
phase velocity varies in the same pro
portion as the wavelength.

But phase

velocity itself, in the case of electro
magnetic waves, is unmeasurable. We
GROUP VELOCITY of a wave form produced by superimposing two sine waves is repre·
sented by the advance of the highest crest of the colored curve (marked with vertical ar·

row) from top drawing to bottom one. In the same time interval the upper sine wave, mov·
ing at its phase velocity, advanced to point marked by shift of gray area. Lower sine·wave,
with a smaller phase velocity, advanced to point at end of solid curve in bottom drawing.
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cannot see the crests and follow their
progress.

When we try to measure ve

locity directly, we always end up as
Michelson did, measuring group veloc
ity. And even where the phase velocity

WAVE FRONTS (colored bands) advance through a wave guide

speed of light. Point where tlJey cross and reinforce moves faster.

by shuttling from wall to wall, in direction of slanted arrows, at

Pale bands show a position sligbtly later than that of dark band.

is greater than

c,

nature has conspired

to make the group velocity less.
All this would be but a curiosity-a

guide, their wavelength grows longer

comparable with the width of the tube,

and their velocity increases. The amount

the waves carom off the walls as they

of the change varies with frequency in

advance [see illustration above]. As the

theoretical concept of an unmeasurable

an interesting way. For very high fre

wave crests shuttle back and forth be

quantity-if it were not for certain rather

quencies, where the wavelength is very

tween the sides, they cross one another,

important consequences in the propaga

small compared with the size of the

and combine into a new pattern. It is

tion of radio waves. Electrical engineers

wave guide, the increase is negligible.

this pattern, the crest of which occurs
where the crests of the individual waves

are familiar with the fact that when very

This is reasonable, because then the

short radio waves, which move through

wave is practically traveling through

add up, that travels straight down the

free space at the speed of light, are sent

free space. As the frequency decreases,

tube.

through a long metal pipe, or wave

however, and the wavelength becomes

BENDING OF RADIO WAVE

It is clear from the illustration that

by ionosphere

increased in the ionosphere. Wave fronts (black lines) tilt forward

(upper gray area) depends on the fact that the phase velocity is

as upper parts move faster than lower ones, changing direction.

(colored band)
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the point of reinforcement travels faster

light, no matter how great the phase

When a beam of radio waves enters

than the individual wave-crests, just as

velocity. In fact, it turns out that in a

the ionosphere at an angle, the increas

the point of intersection of our scissors

wave guide the group velocity is equal

ing phase velocity and wavelength cause

traveled faster than each blade. Thus we

to

have a wave that travels faster than

The greater the phase velocity, the less

the beam to bend downward [see bot
tom illustration on preceding page].

c2

divided by the phase velocity.

light, and is longer than it would be in

the group velocity; just above the cut

Furthermore, since the electron concen

free space for the same frequency.

off frequency, where the phase veloc

tration grows greater with height, the

As

the frequency is reduced,

the

wavelength and velocity in the guide in

ity is almost infinite, energy is trans

angle of refraction can increase to the

mitted very slowly.

point where the radiation is bent through
undeniably

an arc that brings it back out of the

quency (determined by the dimensions

travel through wave guides at speeds

ionosphere and down to the ground

of the guide), the wavelength becomes

faster than light, they produce no de

again. (More accurately, the angle of

infinite and the wave effectively moves

tectable result. This, however, is not al

refraction increases until the waves can

with an infinite velocity. This is called

ways true. As a matter of fact, the very

undergo the process known as total in

the cutoff frequency, for if we try to pass

existence of long-range radio communi

ternal reflection.)

a wave of a lower frequency through the

cation depends on the fact that radio

wave guide, we discover that it will

waves in the ionized layers of the upper

much like radiation traveling down

not go. The pipe is actually opaque to

atmosphere have phase velocities great

wave guide. There is a cutoff frequency

the radiation.

er than the speed of light. This is what

that depends upon the electron concen

crease until, at a certain critical fre

Thus

although

waves

Waves in the ionosphere behave very
a

As before, a phase velocity greater

enables them to be reflected by the

tration. The ionosphere is opaque to fre

than c is nothing to get excited about.

ionosphere and to connect transmitters

quencies below

The only thing that is moving is an in

with receivers that are over the horizon.

passes the higher frequencies with phase

terference

pattern

between

waves.

When we start a wave on its way, the

the

cutoff,

while

it

velocities greater than c. As in the wave
he change in the speed of radio

guide, the higher the frequency, the

resulting change in the conditions within

T waves in the ionosphere is a result

nearer the phase velocity approaches the
normal speed of light, and the less the

the guide travels with the group veloc

of their interaction with the free elec

ity. In other words, if we pour energy

trons there. The greater the concentra

refraction. That is why waves of very

into the wave guide and wait for it to

tion of free electrons, the greater the

high frequency are not reflected by the
ionosphere and so cannot be received

come out of the far end, the time de

phase velocity. As in the wave guide,

pends on the group velocity. And the

the velocity also depends on the fre

much beyond the horizon. They simply

group velocity is less than the speed of

quency.

pass through the atmosphere without
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DETECTOR,

AMPLIFIER

AND SHAPER

1

OSCillOSCOPE

FREE·ELECTRON DENSITY in a plasma can be determined by

ing through plasma, the other through a length of wave guide.

measnring increase in speed of radio waves passing through the

Because of change in speed, waves are out of phase when they re

gas. Microwave output of klystron is split into two parts, one pass·

combine in detector. Phase difference is read OR oscilloscope.
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Latest Analysis,

JULY

1, 1960

:c
New Standards

of Purity ...

ASARCO's search for improvement in the purity of its basic
elements has led to development of refining and analytical techniques
which result in frequent improvement in control of minute
impurities. The purity of ASARCO elements is, therefore, higher
than the analyses indicate.
This improvement in quality of ASARCO high purity elements has
made them preferred elements for numerous research projects and
for many other applications, particularly in electronics.
ASARCO's latest analyses, dated and reproduced below, assure
higher standards of purity than ever before. As research in this
field continues, still higher quality can be expected.

ASARCO
High Purity
Element and Grade**

ASARCO HIGH PURITY ELEMENTS ANALYSIS as of July 1, 1960
Impurities, sometimes found, at maximum levels, parts per million
(*Iess than ppm indicated)
Bi

Cu

Fe

As

Pb

1*

1*

1*

1·5

1*

ANTIMONY

A·60

ARSENIC

A·58

1*

1*

BISMUTH

A·58

2

1

CADMIUM

A·60

COPPER

A·58

G OLD

A·59

1*

INDIUM

A·58

1*

LEAD

A-58

SELENIUM

A-58

1*

SILVER

A-59

1*

SULFUR

A-58

TELLURIUM

A-58

1*

1*

THALLIUM

A-58

3

1

1*

ZINC

A-59

1*

1*

1*

1*

1

Ag

TI

Sn

Te

Au

Na

2

CI

Cd

iii
,
iii

1*

1*

1*

No Impurities Detectable by Spectrographic Analysis

1*

1*

1*

1*

1*
1*

1
1*

1*

1

1*
1*

i:

1

1*
1

1*

1*

1

1

2

1*
1*

**A change in grade number always denotes improvement in purity.
If you use high purity elements, save this page as a current buying guide.

co
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The analyses above are among pertinent data
compiled by ASARCO's Central Research
Laboratories in an up-to-date catalogue
now available to users of high purity
elements. For a copy, write on your stationery
to American Smelting and Refining Company,
120 Broadway, New York 5, N. Y.

sufficient refraction to return them to the

preciably

surface.

enough to be relatively unaffected. The

increased,

the

other

high

rises, the electron density at various al
titudes can be measured.

Radio waves are being used in current

two waves are in phase as they leave the

The ionosphere is an example of a

studies of the upper atmosphere to de

transmitter, but the one with lower fre

type of fluid that is becoming more and

the

quency travels through the ionosphere

more familiar; it is a plasma, or highly

ionosphere. One way of doing this is to

faster than the other. As a result, when

ionized gas, containing a mixture of
positive ions and free electrons. In the

termine

the

electron

density

of

send up a rocket with a transmitter that

they arrive at a receiver on the ground,

emits waves of two frequencies, one low

they are no longer in phase. By following

atmosphere the plasma is produced by

enough so that its wavelength is ap -

the difference in phase as the rocket

the action of the sun's radiation on air

PHASE·COMPARISON CIRCUIT for determining electron dens·

pipes). Electronic equipment including klystron and detector are

ity is set up to make a measurement on the gas in a fluorescent

mounted on rack at right next to oscilloscope. Bottom photograph

lamp. Top photograph shows part of wave·guide sections

(vertical

shows the microwave homs that send waves through the plasma:
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SORTE

•

•

•

summary of radiation-tolerant electronics
Bendix Engineers use The University

Fast neutrons and other nuclear radia
tions affect the life and performance of
electronic systems. Problems of both
rate effects and integrated dosage are
encountered in the design of advanced
military and space systems.
At Bendix Systems Division , we
have compiled a comprehensive file
which we call SORTE, for Summary of
Radiation-Tolerant Electronics. Under
Air Force sponsorship, we have exposed
electronic components and equipments
to nuclear radiation, tested them for
radiation damage, and compared per
formance with control tests made be
fore exposure. Similar tests have been
run for improved components sub
mitted by manufacturers. Data from

of Michigon Reoctor to test

tests and reference sources are ar
ranged on cards to make up the SORTE
file. Over 1400 electronic components

radiation effects.

are already listed.
Based on our test programs and
SORTE, Bendix engineers are develop
ing a new approach and methodology
to the design of radiation-resistant
systems. This approach optimizes the
trade-offs between combined environ
ments, component resistance, shielding,
size and weight.
To assist us in this work, and pro
grams such as satellite communications
systems, advanced infrared reconnais
sance, and the EAGLE air-to-air mis
sile system, we invite inquiries from
engineers looking to the future.

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Bendix engineers select data
on radiation-tolerant components
from SORlE file.

� cf�

T

n
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A SKILLED HAND IN CHEMISTRY

• • .

AT WORK FOR YOU

MUSCLES OF
NOPCO@
LOCKFOAM@

molecules. In earthbound laboratories,

shift on an oscilloscope, the changes in

search in thermonuclear reactions, plas

electron density can be followed through

mas

powerful

the cycle of a heating pulse. The beauty

electrical discharges through gases in

are

made

by

passing

of the method lies in the fact that it does

various types of device [see "The Stella

not require putting a material probe into

AMERICAN, October,

the gas and otherwise disturbing the

rator," by Lyman Spitzer, Jr.; SCIENTIFIC

1958].

To learn what happens inside the

Necessary strength in control
surfaces and missile tube walls
o f the P o l a r i s m i s s i l e s u b
"George Washington" is pro
vided by space-filling Lockfoa m,
Nopco's versatile urethane
foam. A s a substitute for tra
ditional white pine and pitch,
it strengthens structural voids
and eliminates over 13 tons of
useless dead weight in control
surfaces alone. It is unaffected
by salt water ... won't corrode,
crack or become waterlogged.
Lockfoam's unique quality of
foaming in place opens up a vast
number of uses ih thermal in
sulation,
structura I reinforce
ment, vibration control and pro
tective packaging. Its dielectric
properties give it an important
role in the electrical field.
Perhaps N@pco Lockfoam (or
its sister material, preformed
Nopcofoam, produced in slabs
or sheets) can go to work for you.
Our technical staff will gladly
help assess your needs.

very effects under study.
Finally we should mention one other

must measure a number of its properties,

kind of wave that travels faster than

including its electron density. We pro

light. It is the "particle wave" postulated

ceed in much the same way as in the

by the French physicist Louis de Bro

1925.

ionospheric tests, but with one differ

glie in

ence. In measurements on the iono

atomic particles also have phase veloc

The waves that represent

sphere ordinary radio waves, with a fre

ities greater than

quency of a few megacycles per second,

more slowly than light; again the ap

can

parent paradox is resolved by distin

be

used,

because

they

traverse

c.

But particles travel

thousands of feet of plasma. Within a

guishing

laboratory device

path

velocity. A particle is considered to con

the

available

group

velocity

from

phase

length is generally only a few centi

sist of a packet of waves, which repre

meters, so the probing radiation must

sents

have a wavelength that is still shorter,

quencies. This packet travels with the

which means a frequency of tens of

group velocity, and, as in the case of

At Project Matterhorn, the thermo

this
nuclear sub,

the hot gas, and so avoids contaminating

plasma after it has been produced, we

thousands of megacycles.

for

of the plasma. By monitoring the phase

particularly those concerned with re

a

superposition

of

many

fre

electromagnetic waves in a plasma or

a

wave guide, the group velocity equals

nuclear project at Princeton University,

the square of the speed of light divided

we use four- and eight-millimeter micro

by the phase velocity.

waves in an arrangement similar to that

The group velocity is the only quan

of an optical interferometer [see illus

tity that has physical meaning, patticu

klystron tube is split into two beams, one

to represent the probability of finding

passing through the plasma and the

particle at a given point in space. The

other through a known length of wave

phase velocity of the de Broglie particle

guide. When the beams are recombined,

wave is strictly

they show a phase shift, the amount of

lectual invention, and is hardly men

which depends on the electron density

tioned in polite society these days.

tration on page 148]. Radiation from a

larly when we interpret the wave packet

an

a

abstraction, an intel

NOPCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

PLASTICS
DIVISION
North Arlington, N.J.
4858 Valley Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

OSCILLOSCOPE TRACES indicate electron density of plasma in the Stellarator. Narrow
trace at top shows pulse of current used to ionize gas. Broad fringes below are formed by
output of detector after recombining waves. Maximum vertical deflection of fringes, which
occurs near left side, shortly after ionizing pulse starts, measures the electrou density_
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1 Wave g ui de c ross
se c tion before col d
flanging process.

2

First punch gathers
the copper under ex
treme pressure.

3 T he second sta rts
f l a ring the metal to
form eventual flange.

4

Th e t h i r d p u nc h
f la t t e n s copper into
shape of finished flange.

5 The fourth embosses
and completes flange.
Time: approx. 50 sec.

Making cold copper flow like liquid
Waveguides - the metal tubes which carry microwave

and lost its strength. The solution was to make the cop

signals between an antenna and its transmitter or

per flow without heat - to crush it at such great pres

receiver - are used extensively in military radar and

sure that the end of the tube would fold back and out

in the transmission of long distance telephone calls by

in a fluid movement -

radio relay. They must be manufactured to precise spe

and do so without changing the
inside dimensions of the tube.

ior dimensions will cause serious microwave distortion.

precision forming punches with two complementary

cifications, since a variation of only .003" in their inter
This problem is complicated by the fact that as many

Development centered around the design of four high
forming dies. Each punch was planned to take a step in

as 100 individual waveguides may be used in connecting

the redistribution of the copper, with the dies acting

radio equipment with its antenna. Thus, not only must

as forming molds. To achieve the exact pressure and

the waveguides be precisely engineered, but the con

punching sequence required, it was necessary to design

necting points must be constructed so that they offer no

and build a special hydraulic press.

interference with the interior dimensions.

Here's how the process works: A waveguide is held in

Connecting two or more waveguides is accomplished

a fixed position in the press while the punches move in,

by use of flanges, or rims, on the ends of the tubes.

out, and around, controlled by a revolving index head.

Formerly, these flanges were separately manufactured

The result of each punching stage is illustrated above.

and manually joined to the waveguides. The process was

This is believed to be the first time that precision

slow and costly, so Western Electric engineers developed

metal tubing has been cold-flanged without distorting

a means of forming the flanges from the ends of the

its configuration, and the first time that anyone has

waveguides themselves. In doing so, they accomplished

automatically produced waveguide flanges. The savings

a metallurgical feat never before approached.

in time, labor and materials are substantial.

As a first step, the possibility of heating the wave

This break-through in metal-working, with all its

guides and molding the ends into flanges was tried. This

many possibilities in other fields, is another example of

idea was not pursued since the heated copper annealed

Western Electric's progress in engineering developments.
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